
Chinese Studies Programme
Overview

CDNIS Lower School Chinese Studies Department

Welcome to tonight’s info session. 



CDNIS is an IB school
IB stands for International Baccalaureate 

PYP 
(Primary Years Programme)

Pre Reception - Grade 6

MYP 
(Middle Years Programme)

Grade 7 - 10

DP 
(Diploma Programme)

Grade 11 - 12

DP Language B Mandarin Ab Initio Exam
DP Language B Mandarin Standard Level Exam
DP Language B Mandarin Higher Level Exam
DP Language A Mandarin 
Language & Literature SL & HL Exam

MYP Language B Mandarin Foundation Certificate
MYP Language B Mandarin Standard Level Certificate
MYP Language B Mandarin Advance Level Certificate
MYP Language A Mandarin Standard Level Certificate

PYP Language B Mandarin Foundation course
PYP Language B Mandarin Standard Level course
PYP Language B Mandarin Higher Level course
PYP Language A Mandarin course



NEW IB MYP WHEEL
(At MYP level, students must take one subject each from 6 groups)

Language A 
(English/Chinese )  

Language B 
(Mandarin)

Note: Students who successfully take 
TWO language A subjects, can receive a 
Bilingual IB Diploma.



Time allocation  for teaching 
Mandarin in CDNIS

Prep - Grade 4 (PYP):              
7 x 40 min. = 280 min. per week

                             (17.5% of instructional time)

Grade 5 - Grade 6 (PYP):          
 6 x 40 min. = 240 min. per week

                              (15% of instructional time)
Grade 7 - Grade 12 (MYP & DP):         

5 x 80 min. = 400 min. fortnightly
                             (12.5% of instructional time)

Pre-Reception - Reception :  
5 x 30 min. = 150 min. per week

                             (18% of instructional time)



Extra Chinese Programmes

Activities

Lower School

1. Student Exchange Programmes: 
     -   Oct. Break:  Beijing Yihai Primary School students 
         come to CDNIS.
     -   Easter Break: CDNIS students go to Beijing Yihai 
         Primary School

2. Summer Mandarin Immersion Programme in Beijing 

3. Summer Mandarin Camp activities in CDNIS

Upper School

1. Easter DP Intensive Prep course in CDNIS

2. Summer MYP/DP Mandarin Immersion Programme in Beijing

3. Summer DP Mandarin Internship Programme in Beijing

4. Summer Pre-IB Prep course in CDNIS

5. Summer Mid-IB Prep Course CDNIS



Pre Reception - Prep: Introduction to Mandarin 

Grade 1  - Grade 12 

Language B Mandarin  
Stream 

(Mandarin for Emergent & Capable Communicators)

Language A Mandarin  
Stream 

(Mandarin for Proficient & Native-like Communicators) 

We offer different streams for different needs

Language B Mandarin Foundation courses 
(MFL)   (IB Language B Ab Initio certificate)

Language B Mandarin Standard Level 
courses (MSL) (IB Language B Standard 
Level Certificate)

Language B Mandarin Higher Level courses 
(MHL)    (IB Language B Higher level Certificate)

Language A Mandarin Standard Level 
courses (MA)  (IB Language A Standard level Certificate)



PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

Introduction Mandarin 

PYP

Grade 2 MHL 2
(Language B Mandarin Higher Level)

Language B Mandarin Stream

MSL 2
(Language B Mandarin Standard Level)

Pre-reception
  -  Prep:   

MFL 3 

Grade 1 MFL 1
(Language B Mandarin Foundation Level) 

MHL 1
(Language B Mandarin Higher Level

MFL 2 

Language A Mandarin Stream

MSL 3 MHL 3
(Mandarin A Preparation class)

MA 3Grade 3 

MFL 4 MSL 4 MHL 4 (Mandarin A Preparation class)
MA 4

Grade 4 

MFL 5 MSL 5 MHL 5Grade 5 

MFL 6 MSL 6 MHL 6Grade 6

(Mandarin A Preparation class)
MA 5

(Mandarin A Preparation class)
MA 6

New intake

New intake

New intake

New intake



Streaming Students

1. Placement into one of the two streams is based on a composite of factors:   
 • student's and family's desired learning outcome and interest level
 •	
 level of language exposure at home 
 •	
 student's demonstrated motivation to learn the language and the student's  

 own abilities

2. Based on your child’s performance during the year:
    - If he/she still needs support in all 4 skills, he/she should go to MFL  
      courses
    - If he/she still needs support with listening and speaking, he/she should go 
      to MSL courses
    - If he/she needs support with reading and writing, they should go to MHL 
      courses
    - If he/she performs independently in all 4 skills, they should go to MA Prep 
      courses
 
3. A placement notice will be sent home with your child at the end of May 
   informing you of the stream and level your child will be placed in for the 
   next academic year



Switching Streams

Mandarin A & Mandarin B are two parallel streams that have 
very different objectives. Switching in and out of streams will be 
disruptive to the process of accumulative learning

It’s more common to move up or down within one stream, e.g. 
between MFL & MSL courses, MHL & MA courses.

For long-term Mandarin B students, some students may be able 
to move from MSL to MHL during their upper school years.

Your child’s Chinese teacher makes the final decision based on 
his/her learning outcomes.



IB Global Proficiency Guide
IB 2012-2013 New MYP Language B Guide

Teaching and learning in language B is organized into six phases, representing a 
developmental continuum of additional language learning (language B).

Phase 1 & 2:  Emergent Communicator

Phase 3 & 4:  Capable Communicator

Phase 5 & 6:  Proficient Communicator

Language A :  Native-alike Proficiency



Language  Acquisition Proficiency Progression



PHASE 1 Emergent Communicator

Phase 1

Understand & 
respond to 
simple 
statements 

Identify basic facts; 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
simple oral and written 
phrases 

Convey basic 
information in a 
limited range of 
everyday situations

Use oral and 
written language 
appropriate to a 
very limited range 
of interpersonal 
and cultural 
context

Begin to be aware 
that language use is 
connected to a 
purpose and an 
audience

Learner Profile

   Task Requirements
Interactive Oral Task Reading Comprehension Task Writing Task

Phase 1 1.5 - 2 mins Text length: 200 - 300 characters 100 - 150 characters

Listening & Speaking
-    -  follow classroom directions
- respond to basic phrases
- create dialogue with model
- describe classroom, school,   
  home routine
- give simple presentations

Visual Interpretation
Make meaning of text:
- signs, posters, picture 
   books, websites
- color,s  text layout, 
  sound effects

Reading 
Show comprehension by:
- answering simple questions 
  related to lists and labels

Using set texts show 
comprehension by:
- defining, labeling, drawing, 
  locating, selecting,  matching, 
  stating information

Writing
Construct simple phrases 
and sentences related to:
- daily situations
- familiar objects
- everday classroom, school,  
  home routines
- family members

   Learning Outcomes



PHASE 2 Emergent Communicator

Phase 2

Understand & 
respond to simple 
spoken and written 
texts

Identify facts, 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
short oral and 
written phrases 

Convey basic 
information in a 
limited range of 
familiar situations

Use oral and written 
language appropriate 
to a  limited range of 
interpersonal and 
cultural context

Begin to be aware 
that language use 
varies according 
to purpose and  
audience

Learner Profile

   Task Requirements

Interactive Oral Task Reading Comprehension Task Writing Task

Phase 2 2-3 mins Text length: 400-500 characters 150-200 characters

Listening & Speaking
- follow and discuss classroom routine
- prepare dialogue/role plays without 
  models
- sing a song or tell a simple story
- express feelings and opinions
- describe personal interests and
  everyday life
- prepare a presentation and answer 
  simple questions about it

Visual Interpretation
- make meaning of text related 
   to experience sand ideas
- interpret cartoons,  simple 
  advertisements, color,  text 
  layout,  sound effects , shapes,  
  sequence
- find examples to share 
   understanding

Reading
- answer questions 
  about main ideas and 
  supporting details by:
  classifying, describing,
  explaining, sequencing
  and giving examples

Writing
- express feelings and 
  opinions by writing 
  dialogue, scripts for 
  role play, postcards,
  emails, letters,   
  personal interests and 
  everyday life

    Learning Outcomes



PHASE 3 Capable Communicator

Phase 3

Understand & 
respond to 
limited variety of 
spoken and 
written texts

Identify basic 
facts, demonstrate 
comprehension in 
simple oral and 
written phrases 

Convey main idea in 
a limited range of 
oral and written 
forms

Engage in conversation 
and write structured 
texts to share 
information on a range of 
familiar and some 
unfamiliar situations

Can speak and 
write in different 
ways for different 
purposes and 
audiences

Learner Profile

 Task Requirements

Interactive Oral Task Reading Comprehension Task Writing Task

Phase 3 3-5mins Text length: 550-600 characters 250-300 characters

Listening & Speaking
- create dialogue  and role 
  plays to an audience in small 
  groups  
- respond to stories songs, 
  short information texts   
- retell stories or events
- respond to an invitation, or  
  telephone call
- explain, inquire & compare

Visual Interpretation
- make connections between 
  images and text
- identify  features of text
- interpret information in 
  brochure,s news items, 
  posters
- explain effect & purpose of    
  visual elements
- identify a point of view

Reading
Using a limited range of texts, show 
understanding of information, ideas, 
opinions and attitudes by :
- giving examples
- explaining
- illustrating
- interpreting
- comparing
- retelling

Writing
Express thoughts, ideas 
and opinions by writing:
- short narratives
- recounts
- a journal or diary

   Learning Outcomes



PHASE 4 Capable Communicator

Phase 4

Understand and 
respond to a variety 
of spoken and 
written texts

Identify facts, 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
short oral and written 
phrases 

Draw conclusions 
and recognize 
implied opinions 

Communicate 
substantial 
information and 
develop ideas and 
justify opinions

Speak and write 
with a clear sense 
of audience and 
purpose

Learner Profile

Task Requirements

Interactive Oral task Reading Comprehension Task Writing Task

Phase 4 3 - 5 min.
       Text length: 650 - 750  
                characters

  250 - 300 characters

Listening & Speaking
- follow announcements
- ask and respond to concrete 
  and abstract questions
- anticipate & predict events and ideas
- express & defend a point of view
- paraphrase & summarize
- demonstrate reasoning 
- discuss issues of personal and 
  global significance
- present an oral report on a book and 
  answer unprepared questions

Visual Interpretation
- explain the purpose and 
  audience of a given text
-  explain how convention 
   influences our attitude and 
   opinion 
-  make inferences from explicit 
   and implicit information

Reading
Using a range of texts,  
interpret information, ideas, 
opinions and attitudes by:
- paraphrasing
- summarising 
- restating
- predicting
- interpreting
- illustrating
- reporting
- concluding

Writing
- book report
- review
- cause/effect essay
- newspaper article
- thoughts about issues
  of personal and  
  global significance
- a formal letter

Learning Outcomes



PHASE 5 Proficient Communicator

Phase 5

Analyze specific 
information in 
oral, visual and 
written language

Engage actively in 
conversation in 
social and some 
academic 
situations.

Respond and react 
to ideas in a range 
of spoken and 
written texts

Organize information 
in a clear and effective 
structure on topics of 
personal interest and 
global significance

Interpret aspects of 
format and style, 
adapt register and 
style of language to 
suit the context

Learner Profile

Task Requirements

Interactive Oral Task Reading Comprehension Task Writing Task

Phase 5
3 - 5 min. Text length: 800 - 900 

characters
 350 - 500 characters

Listening & Speaking
-  create and present an announcement, 
  news report,  talk show,  advertisement
- report back, summarize and 
  interpret
- use idiomatic and colloquial 
  expressions
- make inferences and draw conclusions
- participate in discussion, share 
  ideas, reflections and opinions with an 
  audience

Visual Interpretation
- view critically and explain 
  why some visual texts are 
  effective or not
- explore literal and symbolic 
  meaning of conventions
- describe the effect and 
   meaning of a visual text

Reading
- break down
- compare
- contrast
- deduce
- infer
- illustrate
- recognize
- distinguish
- list and explain usage of 
  stylistic or literary 
  features

Writing
- simple discursive or 
  expository essay with 
  model
- a formal letter to an 
  editor

Learning Outcomes



PHASE 6 Proficient Communicator

Phase 6

Evaluate the 
important 
information in 
social and 
academic contexts

Engage actively 
in conversation 
in social and 
academic 
situations

Analyze 
information, draw 
conclusions and 
make inferences

Organize information 
logically and 
effectively for a 
variety of social and 
academic purposes

Communicate 
understanding, opinions 
and perspectives to a 
wide range of audiences

Learner Profile

Task Requirements

Interactive Oral Task Reading Comprehension Task Writing Task

Phase 6 3 - 5 min.
Text length: 950 - 1000 

characters
350 - 500 characters

Listening & Speaking 
-  respond to TV shows, documentaries
- participate in a debate
- listen critically & question
- inform, entertain and influence others
- use idiomatic, colloquial and formal  
  language
- follow a lecture, make notes and 
  restructure information 
- synthesize ideas and perspectives of a 
  film

Visual Interpretation
- explain effect and 
  meaning
- share cultural perspectives
- explore stereotypes
- discuss visual language formats,
  why they were created and
  the conventions used
- discuss overt and subliminal 
  messages

Reading
Use texts to:
 - select 
 - criticise
 - argue
 - conclude
 - decide
 - judge
 - justify
 - evaluate information, ideas,  
   opinions and attitudes

Writing
Create texts to inform,
entertain, influence

Learning Outcomes



Pathways from PYP-MYP-DP

Phase 1 
MFL

Mandarin Foundation Level 

(Emergent Communicator) 

Phase 2/3  
MSL

Mandarin Standard Level 

(Emergent Communicator) 

Phase  3/4 
MHL

Mandarin Higher  Level 

(Capable Communicator) 

Phase 4/5 
MA Prep

Mandarin Higher Level 

(Capable Communicator) 

MFL

MFL/MSL

MSL

MSL/MHL

MHL

*Listening/Speaking, 
reading & writing skills  
can be in different phases 



PYP Content
Stages Mandarin B 

(Thematic based)
Mandarin A (Prep)

(Literacy based)

Early Childhood
(PreRec - Prep)

General introduction of Mandarin using early childhood material:
songs & nursery rhymes, early reading scheme series, pre-writing practice 
material, self-made booklets etc.

General introduction of Mandarin using early childhood material:
songs & nursery rhymes, early reading scheme series, pre-writing practice 
material, self-made booklets etc.

Transdisciplinary 
Themes

Who we are                                       Where we are in place and time              
How we express ourselves                  How the world works        
How we organize ourselves                 Sharing the planet

Who we are                                       Where we are in place and time              
How we express ourselves                  How the world works        
How we organize ourselves                 Sharing the planet

Primary Years
(G1-G6)

Chinese culture, Chinese 
history & geography are 

integrated. 

Communication skills
- Daily routine
- Education
- Food and drink
- Personal details, appearance and character
- Physical health
- Relationship
- Shopping  
- Employment
- Entertainment
- Holidays
- Media
- Sports
- Technology
- Transport
- Environmental concerns
- Global issues
- Neighborhood
- Physical geography
- Town & services
- Weather

Literacy skills
Basics of Chinese characters 
  - Radicals  
  - Common components

Reading a variety of basic literature genres:
    - Nursery rhymes
    - Children’s poems
    - Fairytales and stories
    - Fables & idioms
    - Well-known classic Chinese poems

Writing text types:
      - Picture stories - from phrases to sentences
     - Narrative
     - Description
     - Introduction
     - Basic analysis
     - Practical: letters, notes, posters, announcements 
       



Mandarin A (Preparation)& Mandarin B:  
Reading & Writing Task Requirements

Reading length of minimum number of Chinese characters

Writing  length of minimum number of Chinese characters



Mandarin A & Mandarin B:  
Main Teaching Resources



Mandarin  A & Mandarin B:  
Literary Devices Scope & Sequence



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence
Characters to Write



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence
Vocabulary to Recognize & Speak



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence
Grammar Structures to Master

Know Familiar Consolidate 



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence
Listening & Speaking 



Mandarin B: MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence
Reading 



Mandarin B (MFL/MSL):  Reading Scheme



Mandarin B: MSL & MFL Scope & Sequence
Writing 



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL
Unit Examples (G2 student unit review)



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL
Unit Examples (G4 student unit review)



Mandarin B:  MSL & MFL
Unit examples (G6 student unit review)





Book Stores



Mandarin A: MHL & MA (Preparation ) 
Units of Inquiry Scope & Sequence 



Mandarin A: MHL & MA (Preparation ) 
Scope & Sequence





MA/MHL 5中文評估温習重點

項目 語文知識重點

寫用字詞

認讀：遮掩	 頰	 脫胎換骨	 	 憂鬱	 燦爛

寫用：吩咐	 感動	 鼓掌	 視線	 講述	 彷
彿	 輪流	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 分享	 鞠躬	 接連	 交談	 
介意

句式

轉折複句：…⋯…⋯，…⋯…⋯卻…⋯…⋯。
…⋯…⋯，…⋯…⋯可是…⋯…⋯…⋯。
承接複句：
…⋯…⋯一…⋯…⋯，…⋯…⋯就…⋯…⋯。

標點符號運用 引號、破折號的用法。

寫作手法
記敘六要素
倒敘法

評估形式 內容
口頭評估： 	 講故事、複述故事

單元評估： 語文基礎知識、閱讀理解、寫作日
記、週記



Mandarin A (MHL/MA Prep): Reading Scheme
Possible Examples



Mandarin A (MHL/MA Prep): Home Reading Examples



Extra Help From Chinese Teachers 

Every Chinese teacher will offer a 1 hour remedial 
session for his/her own students after school 
each week. Contact your child’s Chinese teacher if your 
child needs extra support. 

If you have concerns, contact your child’s Chinese teacher 
straight away.  The quicker the teacher, you and your child 
work out a support plan, the faster your child can get back 
on track. 



Helping My Child If I Don’t Know Mandarin

Checking your child’s Chinese teacher’s blog every day

Asking your child to teach you a new word/phrase a day

Asking them to post Chinese words in your house

Sitting with your child as they do their Chinese homework - when they 
practice characters, make sure they are not just copying, but sounding 
the characters out, and that they know the meaning.

Encouraging your child to read more Chinese books and to listen and 
watch Chinese programmes on TV/Internet etc.

Visiting places and cities where your child can use Chinese 

Starting to learning Chinese yourself

Show a genuine interest and get involved by:



Tutoring

If your child has problems with current work in the 
class, they should go to the remedial classes that his/her 
Chinese teacher offers first

If your child still has problems, even with the help of 
remedial sessions, the answer is “yes” a tutor is advised

If you want your child’s Chinese level to reach a standard 
which is higher than the courses recommended by your 
child’s teacher, the answer is “yes” a tutor is advised



CISPA Chinese Studies Committee

Sign up as a parent reader for Chinese



CISPA Chinese Studies Committee

Contributing to “Chinese Studies Resource” page
http://cispa.hk/chinese-fun-resources-support/


